Ambiguity resolution is a central problem in language comprehension. Lexical and syntactic ambiguities are standardly assumed to involve different types of knowledge representations and be resolved by different mechanisms . An alternative account is provided in which both types of ambiguity derive from aspects of lexical representation and are resolved by the same processing mechanisms . Reinterpreting syntactic ambiguity resolution as a form of lexical ambiguity resolution obviates the need for special parsing principles to account for syntactic interpretation preferences, reconciles a number of apparently conflicting results concerning the roles of lexical and contextual information in sentence processing, explains differences among ambiguities in terms of ease of resolution, and provides a more unified account of language comprehension than was previously available .
One of the principal goals for a theory of language comprethird section we consider processing issues : how information is hension is to explain how the reader or listener copes with a processed within the mental lexicon and how contextual inforpervasive ambiguity problem . Languages are structured at mation can influence processing. The central processing mechmultiple levels simultaneously, including lexical, phonological, anism we invoke is the constraint satisfaction process that has morphological, syntactic, and text or discourse levels . At any been realized in interactive-activation models (e .g., Elman & given point in a sentence, the available information can be amMcClelland, 1984) . In the fourth section, we show that the same biguous at many levels . To take a simple example, the word principles govern the processing of the three types of structures, iaaich is ambiguous between alternative meanings (e .g., "a timethat these principles provide a basis for resolving apparently piece," "to observe") . It is also ambiguous in its grammatical conflicting findings in the literature, and that the principles have category (noun or verb) . The verb sense of watch creates further generated some novel predictions that have been tested in recent ambiguity because it can participate in several different syntacstudies. We conclude with a discussion of the kinds of research tic structures, including transitive (e.g., John watched Mary) questions suggested by this new framework . and intransitive (e .g ., John watched intendv) . Comprehension This approach builds on considerable earlier research in seninvolves resolving many ambiguities so as to converge on one tence comprehension . The idea that syntactic ambiguity resointerpretation, usually the one intended by the speaker or writer .
lution is guided by lexical information was proposed by Ford, The purpose of this article is to describe the basic principles Bresnan, and Kaplan (1982) and has been addressed extensively underlying aa theory of sentence comprehension that explains by Tanenhaus and colleagues in an important series of articles how this outcome is achieved, given the types of information (Boland & Tanenhaus, 1991 ; Carlson & Tanenhaus, 1988 ; Tathat are available and the conditions under which sentences are nenhaus & Carlson, 1989 ; Trueswell & Tanenhaus, in press ; processed . The article has five main sections . First, we briefly Trueswell, Tanenhaus, & Garnsey, 1994; Trueswell, Tanenhaus, summarize previous research on lexical and syntactic ambigu-& Kello, 1993) . These studies have raised many of the issues ities that has led to theories that treat them much differently, as considered in this article and greatly influenced our approach . well as challenges to this dichotomy. In the second section, we Bever (1970) provided some of the earliest observations about develop the idea that a unified treatment of the two types of lexical effects in syntactic ambiguity resolution, and his "perambiguities car be achieved because the syntactic ambiguities ceptual strategies" were an early frequency-based account . The are caused by ambiguities associated with lexical items . In the view that sentence processing involves constraint satisfaction mechanisms has been proposed by a number of people, most prominently St . John & McClelland, 1990 ) .
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Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to MaryLexical ambiguity research has addressed how the readerellen C. MacDonald, Hedco Neuroscience Building, University of listener determines the contextually appropriate meaning of a Southern California, Los Angeles, California 90089-2520 . Electronic word with multiple senses . Lexical ambiguities pervade natural mail may be sent to mcm®gizmo.usc.edu . language, with words exhibiting different types and degrees of LEXICAL AND SYNTACTIC AMBIGUITY RESOLUTION 677 ambiguity. For example, the alternative senses of ambiguous senses of ambiguous words are briefly accessed, followed by the words can be spelled and pronounced the same (e .g ., rose), selection of the contextually appropriate meaning . People are spelled the same but pronounced differently (e .g., bass or wind), consciously aware of only the contextually appropriate meaning or spelled differently but pronounced the same (e .g., team or that has been chosen, not the initial activation of multiple teem) . Almost all words in the English lexicon exhibit a nonzero senses. degree of ambiguity, some acutely so . For example, the Ameri- Table 2 contains a listing of the characteristics commonly atcan Heritage Dictionary lists 41 separate meanings of take, sevtributed to the process of lexical ambiguity resolution . The aleral of which have multiple related senses .
ternative meanings of words are thought to be stored in memory Syntactic ambiguities arise when a sequence of words has and "accessed" in processing . In the initial stage of processing more than one syntactic interpretation . One ambiguity, the an ambiguous word, multiple meanings are considered in parmain verb/reduced relative (MV/RR) ambiguity shown in Exallel, with contextual information used shortly afterward to seample la-lb, has been the object of attention for nearly 25 lect the relevant one and suppress all alternatives. It has been years (dating from Bever, 1970) . In I a, raced is the past tense assumed that multiple meanings can be accessed in parallel bemain verb of the sentence . In I b, raced is a past participle incause this process is automatic and capacity free (in the sense of troducing a reduced relative clause, meaning "the horse that Posner & Snyder, 1975 , and others) . was raced past the barn," andfell is the main verb .
Syntactic ambiguity resolution has been viewed much differently (see Table 2 ) . Most theories have proposed two-stage I a. The horse raced past the barn . b . The horse raced past the barn fell .
mechanisms for coping with syntactic ambiguity . In the first .
stage, a modular syntactic processor, or parser, uses syntactic This ambiguity is permitted in English because certain words knowledge and parsing principles to construct one or more introducing a relative clause (e .g., that was) can be optionally phrase structure representations of the input . The second stage omitted . This omission can create a processing problem beinvolves choosing or correcting these phrase structures and incause a verb such as raced is ambiguous between past tense and tegrating them with lexical and discourse information (Abney, past participle forms . If raced is treated as a past tense form, Ia 1989 ; Altmann & Steedman, 1988 ; Frazier, 1979 ; Gorrell, will be analyzed correctly but lb will not . If raced is treated as 1987 ; Kurtzman, 1985 ; Perfetti, 1990 ; Pritchett, 1992) . These a past participle, 1 b will be correctly analyzed but I a will not .
alternative models differ in important details, such as the numLike lexical ambiguity, syntactic ambiguity is omnipresent . ber of parses that are constructed for an ambiguous input and "Garden path" sentences such as I b are famous among psythe nature of the time course of the interaction between the first cholinguists because they illustrate an ambiguous structure in and second stages. Our discussion focuses on the version that is dramatic fashion, in that they are almost impossible to interbest known, has been most intensely investigated, and makes pret . The difficulty of such sentences could leave the impression the strongest claims : the garden path theory of Frazier (1979, that these ambiguities must be very rare, but in fact examples 1987 Frazier & Rayner, 1982 ; Rayner, Carlson , & of the MV/RR ambiguity, resolved with the reduced relative . This theory proposes that the first-stage parser interpretation, occur throughout natural discourse and typiconstructs a single parse (phrase structure) using only the gramcally go unnoticed . To illustrate, Table 1 contains examples of matical categories of the words being processed (e.g., deterreduced relative constructions taken from several recent articles miner, adjective, noun, verb) . By hypothesis, the parser does not on syntactic ambiguity resolution.
have access to their identities or meanings . When this sequence of categories is compatible with multiple phrase structure analTheories ofLexical and Syntactic Ambiguity Resolution yses, the choice of analysis is determined by a processing strategy called minimal attachment . This principle dictates that new The theories that have been dominant over the past 15 years material be attached into the phrase structure tree using the suggest that lexical and syntactic ambiguities are resolved by minimal number of new nodes, so that the parser constructs highly different mechanisms. Theorizing about lexical ambiguthe simplest syntactic structure . In cases in which alternative ity resolution has been heavily influenced by the finding that analyses are equally simple, a second principle, late closure, comprehenders briefly activate multiple senses of ambiguous operates, again guaranteeing that only one analysis will be purwords even in clearly disambiguating contexts (see Simpson, sued . For MV/RR ambiguities such as la-1b, minimal attach-1984, for a review) . Many of these studies have used what Swinment directs the parser to pursue the main verb interpretation, ney (1979) termed a cross-modal priming paradigm, in which independent of word meaning or discourse context . Other proan auditory sentence, containing an ambiguous word or unamcessing subsystems subsequently confirm or reject the initial biguous control, was paired with a visual probe word . The patsyntactic analysis. tern obtained in numerous studies is that when visual targets Many of the differences between the lexical and syntactic amare presented immediately after the ambiguous word, there is biguity resolution mechanisms in Table 2 derive from assumpsignificant facilitation in responding to targets that are related tions about the types of knowledge involved in each domain to either alternative meaning of the ambiguous word . If targets . Lexical ambiguity is thought to involve meanare presented somewhat later (e.g., after a delay of 200 ms or ings that are stored in the lexicon . Processing involves accessing after several intervening words), there is facilitation only for the this information, which is assumed to be accomplished autotarget related to the contextually appropriate meaning (e .g., matically and in parallel . Syntactic structures, by contrast, are Swinney, 1979 ; Tanenhaus, Leiman, & Seidenberg, 1979) . thought to be constructed on the basis of grammatical rules These studies suggested a model in which multiple alternative rather than stored directly in memory . This computation is as- CLIFTON Frazier & Rayner, 1987 , pp . 520-(1986 has demonstrated that syntactic processing is quite 521 independent and that the initial syntactic analysis ASSIGNED TO A SENTENCE is little influenced by the semantic information ALREADY ANALYZED . Reduced relatives appear in uppercase letters . Note. In all cases, the examples cited here were not the only reduced relatives in these articles ; the rate of reduced relative usage appears to be about one per journal page in this sample of articles .
sumed to place demands on working memory and attentional
Challenges for the Standard Theories resources that are limited in capacity (Frazier, 1979; Gibson, 1991 ; MacDonald, Just, & Carpenter, 1992) . In the garden path Both empirical and theoretical considerations have called model, these memory limitations force the parser to pursue only into question the accounts of ambiguity resolution shown in a single analysis at a time. Table 2 . There have been challenges to the standard assumpIt is interesting to note that although lexical and syntactic tions in three areas: context effects, the role of frequency inforambiguity resolution differ in fundamental ways according to mation in modulating ambiguity resolution, and the nature of these theories, both have been explained in terms of Fodor's knowledge representations and processes . These challenges un-(1983) concept of modularity, in which the language processing dermine the distinction between accessing a meaning and consystem is composed of a number of components or modules structing a syntactic representation . We briefly review how responsible for analyzing different types of information . Each these three issues have arisen in each domain. module is "informationally encapsulated," in that it operates autonomously, responding only to the type of information to Lexical Ambiguity which it is attuned . Thus, the lexical processor is isolated from nonlexical processors, and multiple meanings of ambiguous Context effects . Even though theorizing about lexical ambiwords are accessed, even in the presence of potentially disamguity resolution has focused on the multiple access pattern, sevbiguating contextual information. For syntactic ambiguity, the eral studies failed to yield this outcome (e.g., Seidenberg, Tagarden path model's parser is similarly isolated, so that the sinnenhaus, Leiman, & Bienkowski, 1982; Simpson & Krueger, gle, simplest parse is pursued even in the presence of prior 1991 ; Swinney & Hakes, 1976 ; Tabossi, 1988 ; Tabossi, Cocontext favoring an alternative analysis . In both the lexical and lombo, & Job, 1987). These results were initially attributed to syntactic cases, context effects stem from systems that operate methodological limitations (Swinney, 1979) , but later studies on the output of their respective modules .
obtained both the multiple and selective access patterns using .g., Tabossi, 1988) . In other cases, the modbiasing contexts act like biased words in neutral contexts . In ular theory of lexical access was preserved by attributing the both cases, a single meaning is accessed on-line and integrated contextual effects to semantic priming within the lexical modwith the context ; no effect of ambiguity is observed . Thus, ule (Forster, 1979 ; Seidenberg et al ., 1982) . However, this accontext can promote one meaning of the equibiased word, recount of context effects has also been called into question by sulting in a "selective access" pattern . Duffy et al . (1988) interstudies in which selective access was observed in sentence preted the data as evidence for a model in which context can contexts that did not contain words that could prime a meaning "reorder" access to meanings . Moreover, the biased words in of the ambiguous word (e .g., Morris, 1994) . Thus, a number contexts favoring the subordinate meaning acted like equibiaof studies have yielded selective access of meaning in biasing sed words in neutral contexts : In both cases, latencies were contexts, but the reasons why contexts apparently yield differlonger in the ambiguous condition than in the unambiguous ent effects have been obscure. control condition : the "multiple access" pattern . Thus, contexts Frequency. The meanings of ambiguous words vary in frethat support the less frequent meaning of a biased word proquency of use . Frequency has a large impact on lexical processmote that reading. However, the effect of contextual informaing, a fact acknowledged by all models of the lexicon dating tion is limited: Whereas the context increases the activation of from Morton (1969) . Studies such as Swinney (1979) and Ta- the lower frequency meaning, it does not inhibit the higher frenenhaus et al . (1979) examined ambiguous words such as tire quency meaning, which still becomes activated . or straw that have two primary meanings that are roughly equal There are several important findings here . First, the studies in frequency. Swinney (1979) interpreted the fact that multiple provide clear evidence that frequency of meaning has an impact access was observed with such "equibiased" ambiguous words on processing, consistent with earlier studies that examined this as evidence that access of meaning is "exhaustive" : Lexical acfactor. Second, contextual information can result in activation cess makes available all of the meanings of a word, regardless of of only a single meaning of an ambiguous word. Third, context . Most ambiguous words have alternative meanings that contextual information does not eliminate the effect of frediffer considerably in frequency, however . For example, in the quency: Biasing contexts produce selective access when the alFrancis and Kucera (1982) corpus of American English, there ternative meanings are similar in frequency and when they are are 1,366 words that occur as both nouns and verbs, some with consistent with the higher frequency meanings of biased words, semantically unrelated meanings (e .g ., tire, bhp and others but not when they favor lower frequency meanings . This inwith related meanings (e .g ., cap, coin). For 73% of these words, teraction between frequency and contextual constraint plays an one grammatical category is used at least twice as often as the important role in the theory presented below other. Analyses of the words that are ambiguous between noun Representation : Are meanings "accessed"? Most models of and adjective meanings yield a similar picture . There are 155 word recognition developed over the past 20 years have consuch words in Francis and Kucera's corpus (e.g., special, curstrued the process as one involving the access of lexical inforrent). The frequency ratio is 2 :1 or greater for 81% of them .
mation . The words in a person's vocabulary are thought to be Simpson (1984) reviewed several studies suggesting that freencoded as entries in a mental lexicon ; recognizing a word inquency affects the order in which the meanings of ambiguous volves accessing its entry. For ambiguous words, the issue was words are accessed . Important studies by Rayner and Duffy whether readers access a single meaning or multiple meanings (1986) and Duffy, Morris, and Rayner (1988) have provided adof such words in context . In recent years, however, researchers ditional evidence concerning frequency. Rayner and Duffy have critically evaluated the assumptions about the knowledge (1986) found that in neutral sentence contexts, equibiased amrepresentation and processing that are presupposed by the conbiguous words (e .g ., pitcher) yielded longer eye fixations than cept of lexical access. For example, the idea that meanings are did matched unambiguous words . This result established that fixed entries that can be accessed has been questioned . Current multiple access of meaning is associated with longer fixation dutheories of the representation of meaning assume that meanings rations . Fixation durations did not differ for biased words (e.g., are computed as part of the recognition process and may vary port) compared with controls, indicating that for words in depending on the context in which a word occurs (Barsalou, which one meaning is much more frequent than all the others, 1987). Thus, the fact that pianos are heavy is relevant in a only the dominant meaning is accessed and integrated with the context of furniture moving, but their musical aspects are relecontext . Duffy et al. (1988) then examined how a biasing vant in a context about Artur .Rubenstein (Barclay, Bransford, context would affect the processing of these words . Contexts Franks, McCarrell, & Nitsch, 1974) . These phenomena are were constructed to favor one meaning of the equibiased amproblematical for the view that meanings are accessed . They biguous word and the subordinate (less frequent) meaning of suggest instead that the pattern of semantic information that the biased ambiguous word . Contextual bias was achieved withbecomes available when a word is processed depends on the out using words that were highly semantically or associatively context in which it occurred, even for apparently unambiguous related to the ambiguous word, eliminating lexical priming as a words such as piano or cat (Merrill, Sperber, & McCauley, possible source of context effects . Latencies for equibiased 1981) . It may be misleading, then, to think of meanings as diswords in a biasing context were equal to those for unambiguous tinct, countable entities or of lexical access as an event that is controls . For nonequibiased ambiguous words, however, a achieved at a distinct "magic moment" in time (Balota, 1990) . context supporting the subordinate meaning resulted in longer These phenomena seem to demand a different notion than fixations than for unambiguous controls, the pattern associated that of accessing meanings from memory (Seidenberg, 1993) . with multiple access in Rayner and Duffy's (1986) (Hinton, McClelland, & Rumelhart, override the multiple access pattern, syntactic ambiguity re-1986); each unit participates in the meaning of many words . In searchers have addressed whether contextual information could a system using this type of knowledge structure, the meanings override the minimal attachment pattern, such that a nonminiof words are not stored as separate entries and therefore cannot mal interpretation would be pursued in an appropriate context . be accessed ; rather, they are computed, with different patterns So-called "interactive" models of language comprehension activated in different contexts . Moreover, in networks that in- (MacWhinney & Bates, 1989 ; Marslen-Wilson, 1975 ; McClelcorporate attractors (e .g., Hinton & Shallice, 1991 ; Plaut & land, 1987) emphasize how the processing of words in sentences Shallice, 1993), the network settles into a pattern of activation depends on the availability of contextual information. This type over time rather than computing it in a single step, providing a of theory implies that whether minimal attachment is observed specific computational alternative to the metaphor of accessing will also depend on context . a meaning at a fixed latency.
Most research on context effects in syntactic ambiguity resoMany of these issues were addressed in a model developed by lution has focused on the MV/RR ambiguity that was illus- Kawamoto (1988 Kawamoto ( , 1993 , in which each code for a word (i .e ., trated earlier in 1 a-I b. The RR interpretation that is disfavored spelling, meaning, phonology, grammatical category) was rep-by the minimal attachment algorithm is the one in which the resented by a pattern of activation over a set of units . The model ambiguous phrase modifies the preceding noun (e .g., raced past computed patterns of activation corresponding to these codes . the barn modifies horse in I b) . Two types of context that favor A greatly simplified domain consisting of a small number of such noun-modification interpretations have been investigated . words and contexts was used, including some homographs such The first is the plausibility of this interpretation relative to alas wind and bass, which have unrelated meanings and two pro-ternatives (e .g., Ferreira & Clifton, 1986 ; Trueswell et al ., 1994) . nunciations. The architecture of the system allowed the compu-If the RR interpretation is the most plausible one in context, tation of word meaning to be influenced by contextual informa-then it could be pursued instead of the MV interpretation fation ; however, the model computed multiple meanings of ho-vored by minimal attachment . The second context manipulamographs even when there was a contextual bias toward one tion is a pragmatic one that affects whether or not it is felicitous meaning. This result occurred because the association between to modify a noun at a particular point in the discourse . Crain the meanings of the homograph and its lexical form (e. g., pho-and Steedman (1985) argued that noun modification was not nology) were much stronger than the associations between an felicitous when the discourse had established only one possible individual meaning and the information in the biasing context . referent for a noun (e .g ., only one horse in the discourse), but The model therefore exhibited the property Marslen-Wilson modification was felicitous and necessary in a discourse in (1987) termed bottom-up priority.
which several potential referents had been established . Thus, Kawamoto's (1988 Kawamoto's ( , 1993 model showed that the multiple the noun modification interpretation in lb may be preferred in access pattern that had been taken as diagnostic of a modular such a context because it would serve to indicate exactly which lexicon could arise from other sources . It placed the explanation horse the speaker was discussing . for this effect with the nature of contextual constraints, not the According to the garden path model, neither type of context architecture of the processing system . It was simply because the manipulation should affect the initial interpretation of syntactic contextual constraints were too weak that multiple access ocambiguities because initial parsing decisions are guided only by curred in Kawamoto's model, not because the lexical processor minimal attachment. The theory predicts that the use of was an autonomous module. The model does not show that the contextual information should be limited to the second-stage modular account is incorrect ; rather, it shows that the data are reanalysis of incorrect parses . The effects of plausibility and compatible with very different theoretical conclusions. Kawapragmatic context have been investigated with these kinds of moto's model also was an early demonstration of how lexical sentences using a variety of cross-modal and reading time methinformation could be represented in a system without entries odologies . Results from many studies supported the garden for individual words, an idea that was incorporated in subsepath theory, but there have been some notable exceptions . quent models (e .g., Hinton & Shallice, 1991 ; Seidenberg & For example, Ferreira and Clifton (1986) investigated the McClelland, 1989) . Such models do not preserve a strong diseffect of plausibility in the MV/RR ambiguity by varying the tinction between accessing and constructing representations animacy of the subject noun phrase (NP) . They examined readand thus do not maintain the central property of lexical repreing times for sentences such as Examples 2-3 compared with sentation that had been used to distinguish it from syntactic unambiguous control sentences (containing that was between representation.
the subject noun and examined) . The plausibility manipulation relied on the nature of the subject NP and ambiguous verb. ExSyntactic Ambiguity amine normally takes an animate subject. Witness, being animate, is consistent with the simple MV interpretation of examThese same issues-the scope of context effects, the role of ined (in which the witness examined something), which turns frequency, and the types of knowledge representations in-out to be incorrect . Because inanimate entities such as evidence volved-have arisen with regard to syntactic ambiguity cannot examine things, the subject NP the evidence is incongruresolution.
ent with the MV interpretation and favors the RR alternative, Context effects. Frazier & Rayner, 1982) which turns out to be correct . If comprehenders can use this garden path theory has provided the focus for sentence processinformation to guide the initial parse, Example 3 should cause ing research for the past 15 years . Whereas lexical ambiguity less difficulty compared with an unambiguous control than Ex-ample 2 . Ferreira and Clifton found that subjects had equal vant to understanding language use . Continuing in Syntactic difficulty reading the two types of sentences, however. They conStructures, he wrote the following : cluded that the evidence/witness context was used only during reanalysis, after the operation of minimal attachment.
Given the grammar of a language, one can study the use of the 2 . Unhelpful context : The witness examined by the lawyer language statistically in various ways; and the development of probabilistic models for the use of language (as distinct from the syntacwas useless .
tic structure of language) can be quite rewarding . (Chomsky, 1957, 3 . Helpful context: The evidence examined by the lawyer p . 17) , was useless.
In later research, Trueswell et al . (1994) raised several quesIn fact, some of the earliest research inspired by this view extions about the validity of Ferreira and Clifton's (1986) methods amined the role of probabilistic factors in sentence processing and results . For example, they noted that many of Ferreira and (e.g ., Bever, 1970 ). Clifton's helpful context sentences admitted other syntactic in-The influential theory by Frazier and colleagues (e .g., Frazier, terpretations, vitiating the manipulation of contextual bias . 1987 ) represented a shift away from this interest in the role of When Trueswell et al . performed similar experiments but imstatistical and probabilistic information in sentence processing . proved the stimuli, the visual display, and the data analyses, they Although Chomsky's (1957) observations concerned the irrelefound a robust context effect, such that helpful contexts revance of statistical properties of language to the grammar, Framoved all difficulty associated with the RR interpretation of the zier and colleagues' theory proposed that statistical properties ambiguity. This result favors an account of syntactic ambiguity are also irrelevant to the initial syntactic processing of senresolution in which both syntactic and contextual information tences. Minimal attachment is a strategy that is based on the interact in directing the comprehender to an interpretation of a relative simplicity of syntactic structures, not on their relative syntactic ambiguity, and it argues against a first-stage parser frequencies. The studies that were designed td test this theory that makes initial decisions independent of context . Similar isexamined the ease of processing different structures, ignoring sues have arisen in connection with other studies that failed to facts about their relative frequencies of occurrence . Thus, Ferfind effects of contextual bias (e.g., Ferreira & Henderson, 1990 ; reira and Clifton (1986) addressed whether participants would .
prefer MV or RR interpretations of phrases such as The witThese studies suggest that under at least some conditions, ness/evidence examined by the lawyer. However, if the statistical context does appear to influence the initial interpretations of properties of language are relevant, one may ask, by analogy to syntactic ambiguity, contrary to the garden path theory . Howlexical ambiguity, whether the verb examined is used more ofever, the kinds of information that contribute to "contextual ten as an MV in simple transitive sentences or as an RR, bias" and the mechanisms by which this information is used in whether there are verbs in which the relative frequencies are sentence processing have been poorly understood . These issues reversed, and whether the comprehension process exploits such are addressed by the theory presented shortly. This theory sugfrequency information . The garden path model provided little gests that the prior conflicting results were not solely due to motivation for investigating frequency effects because none are methodological differences between studies ; rather, they were expected during the initial analysis of a syntactic ambiguity :
also attributable to the fact that the stimulus materials used in The parser operates only on strings of grammatical categories different studies varied in terms of factors that were not always and has no access to information about frequency. However, recognized as being relevant to ambiguity resolution . there has been a revival of interest in questions concerning the statistical properties of natural language both in computational Frequency. Until recently, frequency information has not linguistics (see, e .g., Zernik, 1991) and in sentence processing, been considered to be relevant to sentence comprehension, as we discuss in detail shortly. If the human sentence processing partly because of the influence of Chomsky (1957), whose remechanism exploits such properties of language, it will be necmarks on the issue in Syntactic Structures might have diverted essary to reassess earlier studies in which they were not conattention away from it . On pages 16-17, Chomsky developed trolled (as in the Trueswell et al ., 1994 , reassessment of Ferreira the famous conception of grammar as a theory of the well-& Clifton, 1986). formedness of sentences . He argued that this notion of gramRepresentation: Are syntactic structures "constructed"? mar cannot be equated with statistical properties of language,
The distinction between lexical and syntactic forms of ambigusuch as the frequencies with which words co-occur . He noted ity has also been affected by developments in linguistic theory. that a sentence may be grammatical but have a low frequency of Although current linguistic theories still rely on the notion of occurrence (his examples included "Colorless green ideas sleep computing some sort of independent syntactic structure (e .g., a furiously" and "I saw a fragile whale") and that ungrammatical phrase structure tree), recent work has emphasized how such utterances may occur with relatively high frequency. He said, representations are constrained by properties of lexical items . "I think that we are forced to conclude that . . . probabilistic Early work in generative grammar (e.g., Chomsky's, 1965, Stanmodels give no particular insight into some of the basic probdard Theory) adopted the mechanism of phrase structure rules lems of syntactic structure" (Chomsky, 1957, p. 17) . Most theto generate basic syntactic structures . Nothing in these rules oretical linguists have accepted this argument and shown little necessarily associated them with particular lexical items, and interest in issues concerning statistical properties of language thus the syntactic component of the linguistic system could be such as the relative frequencies of syntactic structures. It should viewed as an independent module with its own idiosyncratic be noted, however, that Chomsky then made a point of acknowlrepresentations and processes . In other syntactic theories and edging that such statistical information could prove to be relemore recently within the generative tradition, however, collec-M . MACDONALD, N . PEARLMUTrER, AND M . SEIDENBERG tions of phrase structure rules have been abandoned in favor of person's vocabulary, specifying its semantics, phonology, and formulations in which lexical items are directly associated with orthography (see, e .g ., Forster, 1976) . The lexical representathe information used to construct a complete syntactic repretions we postulate include this information as well as other insentation (e.g., X-bar structures in Government-Binding theory formation relevant to syntactic processing ; in this respect we [Chomsky, 1981] and predicate-argument structures in Lexiare following suggestions by Carlson and Tanenhaus (1988 ; Tacal-Functional Grammar [Bresnan, 1982] ). In this view, the nenhaus & Carlson, 1989; see also Bolan4 & Tanenhaus, 1991 ; lexicon and syntax are tightly linked, and to the extent that in- Trueswell & Tanenhaus, in press ; Trueswell et al ., , 1994 . formation required by the syntactic component is stored with
These claims for a richer lexical representation gain support individual lexical items, it will be difficult to find a boundary from linguistic theory, which has become increasingly focused between the two systems. Thus, whereas Kawamoto's (1988, on issues concerning the structure of the lexicon and the rela-1993) model provided an alternative to lexical access, syntactic tionships between different types of information (e.g., syntactic theory has provided, as an alternative to the concept of conand semantic) within it. structing a phrase structure representation by rule, the idea that
We assume that comprehension is the process of concurrently much syntactic information is part of a word's representation deriving a number of linked representations of different types in the lexicon . These independent developments suggest the posfor a given input sentence or sequence of sentences . Sentences sibility that the computation of both lexical and syntactic inforare represented at three major levels : (a) lexical, the level that is mation in sentence comprehension is governed by common lexthe focus of this article; (b) syntactic ; and (c) discourse. Lexical ical processing mechanisms . We explore this possibility shortly .
processing involves activating different types of information asFinally, there are questions as to whether the data interpreted sociated with a word form and then using this information to as evidence for the garden path theory necessarily implicate a compute representations at the other levels . A single approprimodular parser. As in the case of lexical ambiguity, there is a ate representation must be computed at each level in the course signature finding-the garden path effect in sentences such as of processing, although a complete record of all of this informaThe horse raced past the barn fell-taken as evidence for an tion will not necessarily be maintained throughout the processautonomous syntactic parsing module . Kawamoto's (1988, ing of a sentence . 1993) model suggests that this kind of outcome could result from a much different type of architecture. The claim that some Argument Structure types of biasing information are merely too weak to overcome minimal attachment is certainly reminiscent of the claim, emIn addition to the orthographic, phonological, and semantic bodied by Kawamoto's model, that multiple access of meaning codes that have been the focus of previous research, knowledge occurs in contexts that are too weakly constraining . This obser-
of words includes what current syntactic theories term arguvation also encourages the search for a unified account of the ment structures, which play a central role in resolving syntactic phenomena.
ambiguities . The argument structures associated with a word encode the relationships between the word and the phrases that Toward an Integrated Theory of Lexical and Syntactic typically occur with it (the word's arguments) and capture imAmbiguity Resolution portant facts about correlations between syntactic and semantic In this section we develop our principal theoretical claim : that information . The concept of argument structure is related to both lexical and syntactic ambiguity are governed by the same the earlier notion of verb subcategorization frames (Chomsky, types of knowledge representations and processing mecha-1965) , which indicate the kinds of syntactic phrases that opnisms . We have shown that highly similar empirical, theoretitionally or obligatorily occur with a verb in a sentence (e .g., that cal, and methodological issues have arisen in both the lexical the verb put must occur with both a direct object NP and a and syntactic domains : the role of frequency information, the prepositional phrase [PP]) . In addition to this information, an types of information involved in contextual constraints, the exargument structure representation provides some semantic intent to which contextual information constrains the interpretaformation about the relationship between a word and each of tion of ambiguities, and whether the processing system is modits associated arguments (including, for a verb, its subject, ular or interactive. Moreover, we have argued that recent types which was typically excluded from its subcategorization of theorizing eliminate the strong distinction between accessing frames). For the verb put, the argument structure information a meaning and constructing a syntactic representation, which captures English speakers' knowledge that not just any combiwas central to previous accounts . We suggest that these parallels nation of a subject NP, an object NP, and a PP is acceptable ; between the domains are not coincidental; they reflect common the subject NP must take the role of agent (the thing doing the underlying processes and types of knowledge representations . putting), the object NP must be the theme (the thing being put), The parallels derive from the fact that the syntactic ambiguities and the PP must specify a location (where the theme is put) . in question are based on ambiguities at the lexical level . The
This coarse-grained semantic information about a phrase, such same ambiguity resolution mechanisms apply in both domains as the requirement that the PP mark a location of some sort, is because both involve ambiguities over various types of lexical called the thematic role assigned to the phrase (Fillmore, 1968, representations. originally used the term case role; see also Chomsky, 1981 ; Gruber, 1976 ; Jackendoff, 1972) . Argument structures, when Representational Issues combined with grammatical knowledge of permissible phrase The standard view of the lexicon in psycholinguistics is that structures, thus specify two things about each phrase that Ocit is a mental dictionary containing an entry for each word in a curs with a word : the grammatical category of the phrase (NP LEXICAL AND SYNTACTIC AMBIGUITY RESOLUTION 683 PP, etc.) and the thematic role assigned to the phrase. This con-In 5a, John is the agent and the stew is the theme . We refer to junction of syntactic and semantic information in one repre-argument structures and sentences such as 5a, in which the core sentation captures interdependencies between these types of in-grid contains both an external and an internal argument, as formation that are important for language processing and am-transitive argument structures and transitive sentences, respecbiguity resolution (see Boland & Tanenhaus, 1991 , and tively . The examples in 5b-5c are intransitive argument strucreferences therein). tures and intransitive sentences because either an internal (5b) Most discussions of argument structure suggest that the numor external (5c) argument is not present. ber of discrete thematic roles is relatively small . In addition to agent, theme, and location, some important thematic roles inOther Lexical Representations elude the following (with the illustrated role in italics) : goal (John gave the book to Mary), experiencer (The book pleased Other grammatically relevant features include tense (past, )l'lary), proposition (Mary thought that the book was brilliant), present, future), finiteness (finite or infinitive), voice (active or manner (Mary accepted the book with a smile), attribute (the passive), number (singular or plural), person (first, second, book with a black cover), and instrument (Mary cut the bread third), and gender (masculine, feminine, neuter ; in English, this with a knife) . According to some theories, thematic roles are not is limited to the pronominal system : him, her, it, etc .). Morphothemselves primitives in linguistic representation but instead logical information is available as well, although English morreflect combinations of finer grained semantic features such as phology is incomplete in a number of respects and is often ananimacy, sentience, humanness, volition, causation, and move-other source of ambiguity. For example, only about 50 English tnent (Dowty, 1991) . Thematic roles may thus be taken to re-verbs have different past tense and past participle forms (e .g., flect generalizations about co-occurring clusters of more prim-broke/broken, wore/worn) ; for the rest, the two forms are idenitive semantic features. tical (raced, walked, sat, etc.) . The latter verbs are thus associated with a morphologicall ambiguity.
Argument Structures in the Lexicon
We also assume that the lexical representation of a word in-
We assume that the lexical entry of each verb, preposition, cludes other syntactic information . Work within several syntacnoun tic theories (e . g., Chomsky, 1981 g., Chomsky, , 1992 ; Gazdar, Klein, Pullum, , and adjective includes a representation of argument & Sag, 1985) has relied on the idea that complete syntactic trees structure information . Example 4a shows the argument strucare built from subcomponents called X-bar structures, which lure for the verb put, and 4b shows a corresponding sentence, in which is often written as X' (Chomsky, 1970 ; Jackendoff, 1977 ; tree- is the Mary locationis the agent, the book is the theme, and on the table adjoining grammar formalisms rely on a similar notion, e .g ., . Joshi, 1985) . X-bar structures are generic pieces of phrase 4a. put : (agent, theme) (location) structure consisting of a head (X, a grammatical category such 4b . Mary put the book on the table . as noun or verb, associated with a lexical item) and various The argument structure for put contains two subcomponents other nodes or projections, as shown in the left half of Figure 1 . or "thematic grids;' indicated in angle brackets.' The "core"
We treat X-bar structures as yet another type of representation thematic grid is on the left ; phrases that take the thematic roles in the lexicon, so that just as a word has associated argument specified in the core grid are licensed by the verb and appear in structures in its lexical entry, it will have associated X-bar structhe sentence as NPs (Mary and the book in 4b), except in the tures . A noun will have associated N, N' (the node above N), case of the proposition role, which appears as a complete emand NP nodes, as in the right half of Figure 1 ; a verb will have bedded clause . Thematic roles in noncore grids (such as the (lothe same structure but with V, V, and VP nodes, and so forth . cation) grid for put) can be assigned only indirectly, with the Words that are ambiguous between multiple grammatical catehelp of prepositions, so they will be assigned to PPs (such as on gories will have multiple X-bar structures . the table). The underlined position in a core grid corresponds With X-bar structures in the lexicon, it is possible to treat the to an "external" argument (external to the verb phrase), which entire process of constructing a syntactic structure as a matter is usually the verb's subject (Mary in 4b) . Nonunderlined posiof connecting X-bar structures to each other in the appropriate tions are internal arguments and are either direct, if they are syntactically required manner (see Stevenson, 1990 Stevenson, , 1993 , for a part of a core grid, or indirect, if they are part of a noncore grid . similar proposal; see also Chomsky, 1992; Frank, 1992 ; Joshi, This same notation applies to the argument structure of words 1985) . As discussed earlier, argument structures do much of the other than verbs . For example, prepositions take direct internal work of constraining what the phrases appearing with a word arguments (direct objects, usually), just as verbs do : In the prepare like, and these constraints are enforced by syntactic princiositional phrase with the hammer, with assigns the instrument role to its direct internal argument (the NP the hammer) . See the references in Footnote 1 for further details .
' Our thematic grid notation differs slightly from related forms in the Because many words can appear with more than one config-literature (e .g., Levin & Rappaport, 1986) . However, the notion theuration of arguments, they will be associated with several matic grid is at best shorthand for a more complex argument structure different argument structures . The examples in 5a-5c illustrate representation, in which a number of distinctions (core-noncore, extern a l -i n t e r n a l , c o m m o n E n g l i s h c o r e t h e m a t i c g r i d s f o r t h e v e r b c o o k .
nal-internal, direct-indirect, and probably argument-adjunct), as well as the identity of assigned thematic roles, are all derivable from more 5a . cook : aFnt, theme) John cooked the stew. A generic X-bar (X') structure on the left and an X-bar structure for a noun on the right . NP -noun phrase.
ples (e .g ., the Theta Criterion and the Projection Principle in for example, the fragments of lexical representations in Figure  Government -Binding theory [Chomsky, 1981 ] ; other theories 2 for verbs that can trigger the MV/RR ambiguity (e .g., examhave alternative formulations), in combination with a set of ined, raced). The left half of the figure illustrates an obligatorily rules linking positions in argument structures to positions in transitive verb such as examined, which has ambiguous tense syntactic structures .' With X-bar structures linked directly to morphology and voice but is unambiguous in its argument individual lexical items, the rules linking arguments to syntacstructure. The right half of the panel illustrates a verb, such as tic positions can be specified by directly linking positions in a raced, which has two alternative argument structures ; other lexical entry's argument structures to the corresponding posiverbs can have even more argument structure options . Only tions in the lexical entry's X-bar structures . These and other three levels of representation are shown in this simplified figure, syntactic constraints (e .g., to enforce relationships between prowith separate units representing the alternatives . Thus, the nouns and their antecedents) will have the effect of preventing tense morphology level has the alternatives past tense and past or promoting connections between different X-bar structures, participle, the voice level has the alternatives active and passive, and thus this proposal assumes a central role for syntactic conand the argument structure level is shown with the transitive straints in processing . Although the theory does not include a (assigning both an agent and a theme thematic role) and, in the separate parser to construct a phrase structure representation right-hand figure, the intransitive (assigning only an agent) core independent of the lexical items in a sentence, that should not thematic grid. ; be confused with the claim that no syntactic constraints or repAs in earlier models, we can encode what people know about resentations are present at all .
the relations among these types of information in terms of the Putting together all of the information just described, the lexconnections between units . We assume, first, that where syntacical representation for a word includes a representation of the tic constraints permit a relationship between two types of inforword's phonological form, orthographic form, semantics, mation (e .g., passive and past participle, active and transitive), grammatical features (including grammatical category), morphology (at least inflectional), argument structure, and X-bar structure. Words associated with more than one representation ' Specifying the linking rules is beyond the scope of this article . Their at one of these levels have all representations listed as alternaformulation depends on a number of theory-internal syntactic details tives . Comprehension involves computing a single alternative at and on a more finely articulated theory of argument structure . See most each level when a word (ambiguous or not) is encountered . of the references cited previously in the discussion of argument structure. I It should be apparent that these units are placeholders for more Grammatical and Probabilistic Relationships Among complex representations whose details are important but not immediTypes ofLexical Information ately relevant to the level at which we are describing the behavior of the system. For example, we have made the simplifying assumption that Previous models of the lexicon have assumed that it reprethese two lexical representations are independent of one another and sents associations among the orthographic, phonological, and are essentially linked bundles of features . An alternative formulation semantic codes for words. In Forster s (1976) model, words were is a much more distributed lexical representation, such that abstract represented in a master file or lexicon with pointers to entries features such as active voice are connected to all verbs with frequencyin orthographic, phonological, and semantic slave systems . This determined weights . In the examples in Figure 2 , both raced and exammodel represents an early instantiation of the idea that the conined would be connected to the same transitive and intransitive nodes, nection structure of the lexicon encodes relationships among but with varying weights (e .g., the weight on the connection between different types of lexical information . In McClelland and raced and intransitive would be strong, but the weight between exam- Rumelhart's (1981) model, the pattern of connections between ined and intransitive would be effectively zero) . This more distributed representation has desirable consequences discussed in later sections, units encoded hierarchical information about words, letters, but it admits the classic "binding problem" in networks (Hinton, and letter features. Extending this general idea to the other types : Abstract units such as agent, tranSiof information that we have situated in the lexicon allows many tive, and so on, may need to be activated and linked to several different aspects of grammatical knowledge to be represented . Consider, words in all but the simplest sentences. Fourth, even when the grammar admits multiple alternatives at where the grammar rules out a relationship between two ala given level of representation, they often differ substantially in ternatives (e .g., past tense and passive), the connection between frequency and thus a priori probability of occurrence . Ambithe relevant units is inhibitory, shown with thick curved lines . 4 guity resolution is therefore a classic example of a constraint Second, we assume that alternatives of the same type (e .g ., active satisfaction problem (McClelland, Rumelhart, & Hinton, and passive voice) are mutually inhibitory (Elman & McClel-1986) : Multiple interdependent, partially redundant, probabiland, 1984). Structured in this way, the lexical entry captures listic sources of information interact to allow the system to setsome important interdependencies between these three levels tle on an interpretation at each level . of representation, particularly that the passive voice (as in the The computational properties of the constraint satisfaction reduced relative construction or in simple passives such as The mechanisms relevant to our proposal have been studied in conhorse was raced) is congruent with only one alternative at each siderable detail (MacWhinney & Bates, 1989 ; McClelland, of the other two levels: the transitive argument structure and 1987 ; Rumelhart, 1977 ; St. John & McClelland, 1990) . Conpast participle tense morphology, respectively. straint satisfaction concepts are beginning to have a significant Also in keeping with earlier models of the lexicon, we assume impact on linguistic theory as well, particularly in morphology that each component of a lexical entry carries information and phonology (e .g ., Prince & Smolensky, in press, and citations about its frequency of occurrence in the language . For example, therein). Connectionist models provide one way of implementthe representation of the verb raced includes the information ing constraint satisfaction, but there are also nonconnectionist that it has two associated morphological tense forms, simple schemes (e.g ., Mackworth, 1977) . Our focus is on the nature of past tense and past participle; the frequency with which raced the constraints that enter into the processing of syntactic ambioccurs with each form would be encoded as part of this repreguities; our claims are largely neutral with respect to whether sentation (Burgess, 1991 ; Trueswell et al ., 1994) . As in many this process is realized by a connectionist network, a production models of word recognition, we assume that frequency inforsystem, or some other means. mation is encoded by activation level, although there are other For descriptive purposes, we assume the general framework possible implementations (e.g., by encoding individual inof an interactive-activation model (Elman & McClelland, 1984 ; stances, by the values of weights on connections) . McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981) . Such models use a basic activation metaphor in which units (or sets of units) corresponding
Processing Issues to each type of information are activated in the course of processing . Although it appears innocuous and well grounded in In resolving ambiguities, the processing system exploits four previous modeling research, this assumption has some potenmain characteristics of language: First, grammatical knowledge tially controversial implications concerning the treatment of strongly constrains the potential interpretations of an input . syntactic information . Syntactic structure, in our view, consists Second, the different types of information associated with a primarily of connected pieces of X-bar structure encoded with word are not independent of one another, so that progress in resolving an ambiguity at one level provides information rele-'These inhibitory connections reflect grammatical prohibitions ; we Vant to resolving ambiguities elsewhere in the system . Third, a leave aside the issue of whether these grammatical constraints are repword will not necessarily be equally ambiguous at all levels of resented elsewhere as part ofsyntactic knowledge or whether the inhibrepresentation . For example, a word can be ambiguous as to itory connections themselves are the comprehender's primary representense but unambiguous with regard to grammatical category . tation of the grammatical constraints . individual lexical items . Like meanings, tenses, argument struc-a context in which a target word is entirely predictable ; that is, tures, and every other part of a lexical representation, X-bar the context provides information that disambiguates the iden . structures are assumed to be activated in the Bourse of processtity of the word itself. A less constraining context provides in . ing . Thus, our approach entails the idea that syntactic strucformation relevant to some of the ambiguities associated with a tures can be partially activated, a concept at odds with the earword. For example, the past versus past participle tense mor. lier view that syntactic processing involves constructing one or phology ambiguity of raced is resolved from the immediately more representations incrementally.
preceding context had, which forces the past participle inter . The interactive-activation model entails several other claims, pretation, but encountering had in no way guarantees that the which can be considered with respect to Figure 2 . First, pronext word will be raced or even that it will be a verb . cessing involves the spread of activation between units in the These considerations suggest that there are two main sources system (initiated by input from orthographic or phonological of information relevant to ambiguity resolution . First, there are representations not shown) . The degree of activation is an index dependencies among the different types of information stored of the amount of evidence in favor of a particular hypothesis as part of a word's lexical entry, as discussed earlier. There are (e .g., that the morphological form is past tense or past particialso dependencies between a word and the context in which it ple), and the behavior of each unit in the system depends on the occurs, emphasized in earlier discussions of interactive processbehaviors of the other units to which it is directly or indirectly ing (e.g., Marslen -Wilson, 1975 ; . These deconnected . The net activation of a unit is dynamically updated pendencies hold wherever contexts provide information that is to reflect these effects. Second, disambiguation involves activatrelevant to resolving an ambiguity at one of the levels of repreing one alternative of a given type and inhibiting all others of sentation in the lexical entry . We would therefore expect to obthis type . We view this as a winner-take-all process of the sort serve a broad range of outcomes from the interaction between implemented in previous interactive-activation models (e .g ., lexical and contextual sources of constraint in the course of the Elman & McClelland, 1984) . Third, processing is analytically ambiguity resolution process . In the well-studied area of meanexhaustive, meaning that disambiguation must be achieved at ing ambiguity, this broad range of outcomes has been obtained: all levels of representation . It is the contingencies among differSome studies show activation of multiple meanings of ambiguent aspects of lexical representations that enable the constraint ous words in biasing contexts (e .g ., Swinney, 1979 ; Tanenhaus satisfaction process ; thus, the comprehension system does not et al ., 1979) , whereas other studies using similar methodologies have the option of ignoring individual types of lexical informahave yielded evidence for selective activation of the contextually tion . This strong assumption will probably have to be relaxed in appropriate meaning (e.g., Simpson, 1984; Tabossi et al., 1987) . order to accommodate cases in which the communicative goals Although the processing system permits this broad range of of the reader or listener can be achieved with only a partial analoutcomes, some general tendencies regarding these interactions ysis of a sentence, but we view these as degenerate cases .
have been noted; recall Marslen- Wilson's (1987) observation about bottom-up priority in lexical processing and the Duffy et Contextual Constraints al . (1988) result that context could promote an alternative but
In addition to constraints that hold between various aspects not eliminate competitors . Kawamoto's (1988 Kawamoto's ( , 1993 ) model inof lexical representations, sentence and discourse contexts also stantiates this view, insofar as it was structured so that the assoconstrain lexical representations during processing (e.g., ciations between different types of lexical information (alterna- Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989) . Although it is clear that context tive meanings, orthography, phonology) were stronger than the affects lexical processing, questions remain concerning what associations between contextual information and specific parts kinds of contextual information facilitate processing, what pro-of the lexical entry (e .g ., one of the meanings). In our view, botcesses are facilitated, and what factors influence the degree of tom-up priority derives from a basic characteristic of language :
contextual effect. For example, many studies have assessed the The kinds of information provided by natural language processing of words in congruent, incongruent, or neutral contexts tend to be useful in deciding between alternatives at a contexts (Fischler & Bloom, 1979 ; Stanovich & West, 1979) . given level of representation but much less effective at preseCongruency is defined operationally, on the basis of ratings, inlecting one of the alternatives (Seidenberg et al ., 1982) , as in the tuition, or Cloze value, rather than in terms of the types of inhad raced example . Certainly, some contexts are so constrainformation that cause the context to be congruent or incongruing as to make a particular word highly predictable (I drink my ent . The same questions arise in connection with MacWhinney coffee with cream and), and the processing system can apparand Bates's (1989) competition model, which assumes that lanently exploit this degree of contextual constraint when it is availguages provide "cues" that interact ("compete") with one anable (Fischler & Bloom, 1979) . However, this high degree of preother during processing ; Gibson (1992) criticized this model for dictability seems to be achieved relatively infrequently, at least failing to provide an independent characterization of what in English texts (Gough & Cosky, 1977) . Thus, the nature of kinds of information could potentially serve as cues .
contextual constraints is such that they will typically provide One way to view context effects is in terms of their relevance useful information once lexical processing has yielded partial to the task of resolving lexical ambiguities . By hypothesis, activation of multiple alternatives, but they typically do not procontexts are informative to the extent that they affect choices vide sufficient information in advance to restrict activation to between alternatives at one or more levels of lexical representathe contextually appropriate alternative. The combination of tion . A highly constraining context is one that provides inforthese properties of contexts with the availability of frequency mation that disambiguates at several levels. The limiting case is information at each level of ambiguity in the lexicon yields a processing system that is contextually constrained but lexically ically based frequency and contextual biases (over argument dominated. structure, tense, voice, etc .) .
With both John and cooked in the input, the computation of Processing a Sentence the relationship between them begins . The system must determine how their respective X-bar structures are connected as
Having described both the representations and the processes well as which thematic role John receives (and from which grid that operate in this framework, we can now illustrate how they it is assigned) . In practice, because argument structures and Xfunction together by working through a simple example, the bar structures are tightly linked, determining how John is assequence John cooked. A subset of the representations that will signed a role will determine how the X-bar structures are be activated as these two words are interpreted is shown in Fig-linked , and vice versa . Large parts of these operations will deure 3. The top part of the figure shows information about John, pend on which thematic role John is assigned, and a number of the middle shows cooked, and the bottom shows the linkages constraints will enter into this decision . First, the thematic role between the two words .
options that are provided by the argument structure options of When John is encountered in the input, its associated X-bar cooked will constrain the choice of role for John . The only posstructure (an NP) is activated, as is its grammatical category sibilities are agent, assigned either from the a ent> (intransi-(noun). Because of its semantics (animate, human, etc.), the tive) or (agent, theme> (transitive) grids, or theme, assigned representation of the agent role in its lexical entry is activated, from the <theme> or <agent, theme grid. The role assignment with other roles (experiencer, theme, goal, etc .) activated to a process will be affected by (a) frequencies of alternative argulesser degrees Lexical representations also include a represen-ment structures (which contain different roles), (b) semantic tation of argument structure, but as John has no arguments, its constraints or frequency biases in the lexical entry of John for structure is null . In addition, various other elements of John's certain roles (e.g., agent) over others, and (c) contextual conlexical representation are also activated even though they are straints (e.g., plausibility, various discourse biases) . These facnot shown in the figure, including third person, singular num-tors will operate as parallel constraints and will directly influber, and male gender. ence the activation of the various thematic role alternatives in
The next word is cooked, shown in the middle panel . Its se-the lexical entry for John . Similarly, the process of choosing an mantics, grammatical category, and voice are activated, among argument structure for cooked will involve constraints from freother representations . Because of a frequency bias, and perhaps quency biases and possibly from contextual influences ; of because of contextual factors, the active interpretation of voice course, choosing a thematic role and choosing an argument is more strongly activated than the passive interpretation . The structure will proceed in tandem and will strongly constrain middle panel of Figure 3 also shows the three alternative core each other.
thematic grids for cooked, each associated with an X-bar strucThe bottom of Figure 3 shows the final linking of John and ture, with each of the roles in each grid linked to some position cooked, with the assumption that the agent role for John is most in the associated X-bar structure .' These X-bar and argument active and that the transitive a ent, theme> grid and its associstructures become activated (to varying degrees depending on ated X-bar structure are more highly activated than both the frequency), along with all other components of the lexical entry . During the course of processing, the system must settle on a s partial activation of alternative roles for nouns, in advance of any single argument structure and X-bar structure for cooked. Synverbs in the input, will be crucial for accounts of language comprehentactic constraints will also force a thematic role to be assigned sion and ambiguity resolution in languages such as Japanese and Gerto each noun phrase, and the thematic role assigned will have to man, in which the verb can appear sentence-finally . In this view, combe the role linked to the position where the noun phrase attaches prehenders of these languages will have partially activated hypotheses in the syntactic structure .
about the roles of the various nouns in the sentence well in advance of
For the sake of this illustration, we have assumed that the encountering the verb . Such languages tend to have rich case marking (agent theme (transitive) grid is more highly activated than the on nouns (Hawkins, in press) ; this information signals grammatical two other alternatives in the middle panel of Figure 3 . A bias roles such as subject and object to the comprehender and clearly would provide strong constraints on thematic role activation .
toward a particular argument structure for cooked will also 6 We assume that the X-bar structures for the lexical entries of verbs affect the choice of the X-bar structure, as indicated by arrows are linked directly to higher level X-bar structures (represented by the in Figure 3 between argument structures and X-bar structures. node labeled S in Figure 3 ; however, see Chomsky, 1986 , for a more Even prior to the selection of a single argument structure, how-recent proposal), so that when a verb phrase (VP) X-bar structure is ever, syntactic constraints permit only a few candidate syntactic activated, the associated higher structure is also activated . This is parstructures, with each one corresponding to a different choice of ticularly relevant to the claim that thematic roles are linked directly to X-bar structure for cooked.
These X-bar structures will each be positions in X-bar structures, because we assume that external argupartially activated to some degree, depending on the strength of ments (and some internal arguments) are linked to positions in these their support from the syntax and from other parts of the system higher X-bar structures. This stipulation could be eliminated, but this is well beyond the scope of the current work . (e.g., their associated argument structures), and they will comAdditional syntactic constraints, beyond the argument structure!Xpete with each other just as other representations at the same b ar linking, will also influence the choice of structure . We are obviously level do within a single lexical entry . Thus, throughout the pro-glossing over some significant syntactic detail here, as elsewhere . The cessing of an input, current syntactic hypotheses (partially acti-detailed explanation of the operation of the syntactic component of the vated X-bar structures and partially activated connections be-system will depend hugely on a choice of syntactic theory, and as our tween X-bar structures) will continue to interact with other lexfocus is on lexical mechanisms, we remain neutral on syntactic detail . (theme> grid (because of the bias to assign the agent role to that the transitive argument structure contains. This process John) and the intransitive <agent> grid (perhaps because of a can be viewed as simultaneously satisfying multiple constraints frequency or discourse bias for the transitive interpretation of over multiple levels of representation, with the activation of alcooked). The X-bar structure of John links to the X-bar structernative lexical representations varying as a function of the ture for the transitive argument structure of cooked, with the constraints . result that John receives the agent thematic role and the system The processing of this simple two-word input is thus a form is now waiting for an additional NP to receive the theme role of ambiguity resolution . The fact that the noun may receive sev-eral alternative thematic roles and the fact that the verb is assoTense Morphology ciated with more than one argument structure create ambiguities that must be resolved in the comprehension process . This Past Past example illustrates a crucial difference between this approach Tense Part.
and the garden path model . The focus of the garden path model was on syntactic phrase structure ambiguity; in this example, the syntactic ambiguity concerns the sort of verb phrase to construct for cooked. Syntactic structures were assumed to be built A kò n the basis of phrase structure rules, and proposals about the ? Main p verb architecture of the parser described strategies for dealing with i < ambiguities defined at this level . The assignment of thematic C 15 roles and other aspects of comprehension were secondary and m t°t emporally distinct . By contrast, we are claiming that this ami ReducedPassive biguity has a fundamentally different character It is lexical ina Relative~,l sofar as it derives from the fact that the lexical representation of \, a verb such as cook contains multiple argument structures . The ambiguity is resolved not by strategies governing the application of structure-generating rules but by the processes that govAgent Theme ern the resolution of other types of lexical ambiguities .
Applications to Minimal Attachment Ambiguities
Thematic Role Assigned to Subject NP Having worked through a simple example, we are now pre- Figure 4 . Input properties allowed to co-occur by grammatical conpared to apply our account to three well-studied syntactic amstraints . The lines indicate permitted co-occurrences . Thin lines and biguities in English . Previous accounts have viewed these ambiround nodes correspond to the main verb interpretation ; thick lines and guities as subject to the minimal attachment heuristic . We begin square nodes represent the reduced relative i nterpretation . NP = noun with the MV/RR ambiguity that was introduced previously and phrase; part = participle . then show how two other syntactic ambiguities can also be handled by the lexically based account .
*The audience enjoyed) . A fragment of a lexical representation
The MV/RR Ambiguity for such verbs was shown in the left panel of Figure 2 ; there we also showed the relationship between two other levels of lexical Given our view of the lexicon, the MV/RR structure can be ambiguity, tense morphology and voice . Now it is necessary to seen as ambiguous over five different levels of lexical represenintroduce a bit more complexity, as we want to consider not just tation : (a) syntactic structure-the MV interpretation has a the ambiguity of a verb such as examined in isolation but the different syntactic structure (i .e ., different linkages of X-bar range of options that are available when it appears in a string structures) than the RR interpretation ; (b) tense morphologythat creates the MV/RR ambiguity . For example, in the string the -ed ending on the ambiguous verb is interpreted as a past The witness examined, there is no argument structure ambigutense marker in the MV interpretation and as a past participle ity for the obligatorily transitive examined, but the four other marker in the RR interpretation ; (c) voice-active for MV, pasambiguities listed earlier remain. The interrelationships among sive for RR ; (d) argument structure-the RR interpretation rethe alternatives at these levels of representation for The witness quires a transitive (typically (gent, theme>) argument strucexamined are illustrated in Figure 4 . ture, whereas the MV interpretation may take a variety of strucEach of the levels of information over which The witness extures (transitive, intransitive, etc .) ; and (e) assignments of amined is ambiguous admits two alternatives . The alternatives thematic roles to nouns in the sentence-the NP preceding the that participate in the MV interpretation are shown with cirverb is the external argument in the MV sentence (receiving the cles, and those that participate in the RR interpretation are agent role when the grid is a ent, theme>), whereas it is the shown with squares . Two of the four alternatives-tense mordirect internal argument (usually theme) in the RR sentence .
phology and voice-are parts of the lexical representation of These alternative interpretations are not independent of one the verb examine. The phrase structure units, MV and RR, repanother: Some pairs of alternatives cannot co-occur, some rarely resent the corresponding phrase structures, so each unit is co-occur, some frequently co-occur. Our theory is that the resoshorthand for a particular set of X-bar structures and conneclution of the MV/RR ambiguity depends on complex interactions between X-bar structures that can become activated durtions among these factors that are determined by the properties ing processing . "Thematic role assigned to subject" represents of specific verbs and sentence contexts . In order to explore the processes of assigning thematic roles to arguments, specifically interactions among these constraints, we first consider the simto the subject NP the witness. The transitive argument structure pier case of verbs that create MV/RR ambiguities but have no unambiguously requires the thematic roles agent and theme, argument structure ambiguity because they are unambiguously but the order in which these roles are assigned to the NPs can transitive . These are verbs such as examine and enjoy for which vary. In The witness examined by the lawyer was lying, the subthe intransitive form is ungrammatical (e .g., *John examined; ject NP the witness is assigned the theme role by examined, and the lawyer the agent role. In The witness examined the evidence, biguation did not differ from unambiguous times . This result agent is assigned to the witness and theme to the evidence. The indicates that lexical frequency asymmetries in the alternative decisions about which NP receives which role are determined argument structures have a strong effect on interpretation of the both by syntactic context (an argument must be in the correct MV/RR ambiguity. position in the syntactic structure to receive a thematic role A second source of constraining information is tense morfrom something that has a role to give) and context (e.g., phology: Whereas examine has the same forms for past tense whether it is more plausible for the witness to be the agent or the and past participle, verbs such as take and wear have different theme). inflections in the two cases. Thus, examined in The witness exIn Figure 4 we have used connections between units to repreamined is ambiguous regarding tense morphology and is theresent which combinations of properties are permitted by the fore compatible with both MV and RR structures, but took in grammar of English . The connections admit two parses, the The witness took can only be a past tense form and therefore is MV interpretation, shown with thin lines, and the RR intercompatible only with the MV structure . Once the morphologipretation, shown with thick lines . Because Figure 4 represents cal information associated with verbs such as take has been recthe grammatical constraints that apply and the alternative inognized, it completely resolves the ambiguities at the other levterpretations that are available at the point that The witness exels of representation . amined has been encountered during parsing, some possibilities When a verb is morphologically ambiguous, such as examine, that are admitted by the verb examined in isolation (shown prethe relative frequencies of the alternative tenses are informative viously in Figure 3 ) have been ruled out by the syntactic (Burgess, 1991 ; Tabossi, Spivey-Knowton, McRae, & Tanencontext . For example, an active past participle interpretation of haus, 1994; Trueswell et al ., 1994) . For example, consider the examined, as in the witness had examined, is eliminated bethree obligatorily transitive verbs enjoyed, examined, and recause no form of have is in the input. With this and other alviewed. According to Francis and Kucera's (1982) corpus, enternative hypotheses already ruled out, each node in Figure 4 joyed is used much more often as a past tense than as a past participates in only one parse . Any information concerning participle, examined is approximately equibiased between the which interpretation at any level is correct will therefore affect two forms, and reviewed is more often a past participle than a both that level of representation and the other levels as well .
past tense . Assuming that the processing system exploits this One such source of constraint is the relative frequency of alfrequency information, as it does in the case of meaning and ternative argument structures . Although they are not shown for argument structure ambiguity, then enjoyed should be easier to the obligatorily transitive verb examined in Figure 4 , the MV comprehend in a past tense construction than a past participle, interpretation can accommodate several argument structures, whereas reviewed should be comprehended more easily in a past including both transitive and intransitive . By contrast, the RR participle construction than in a past tense construction . That "interpretation requires a transitive argument structure . Arguis, frequency should exert effects similar to morphological inment structure frequency should therefore have a substantial formation on ambiguity resolution . The only difference is that effect on M V/RR ambiguity resolution because verbs that do whereas unambiguous morphology is associated with only a sinnot permit a transitive argument structure (e.g., sleep) cannot gle alternative, frequency provides more probabilistic disambigappear in the RR construction, and verbs that only rarely apuation in favor of one alternative . The specific prediction from pear with a transitive argument structure only rarely appear in these observations is that reduced relative sentences such as The the RR construction. Thus, the extent to which an ambiguity is performance reviewed/enjoyed by the critic was a great success, resolved in favor of the RR construction is predicted to be in should be more readily comprehended with a past participlepart a function of the frequency of a verb's alternative argument biased verb such as reviewed than with a past tense-biased verb structures: The lower the frequency of the transitive argument such as enjoyed. To our knowledge, experiments specifically structure for a verb, the less likely the ambiguity will be resolved manipulating tense frequency have not been conducted ; howwith the RR interpretation .
ever, MacDonald, Pearlmutter, and Seidenberg (in press) and MacDonald (1994) tested this prediction by using verbs with Tabossi et al . (1994) reported post hoc examinations of stimuvarying argument structure frequencies in RR sentences, such lus sets and found a relationship between past participle freas The rancher knew that the nervous cattle pushed/moved/ quency and the acceptability of RR interpretations . There also driven into the crowded pen were afraid of the cowboys . The biappears to be a clear role for tense information in conjunction ased transitive condition contained ambiguous verbs (e.g., with contextual constraints, to which we now turn . pushed) that were selected to have a higher frequency transitive than intransitive argument structure . In the biased intransitive Contextual Constraints condition, ambiguous verbs (e.g ., moved) were more frequent in intransitive than transitive structures . These two conditions
In addition to lexical frequency information, the MV/RR were compared with a .control condition with morphologically ambiguity is also affected by constraints provided by the surunambiguous verbs such as driven. MacDonald compared selfrounding context. Obvious examples of contextual effects inpaced reading times in the disambiguation region (were afraid) clude the elimination of alternative interpretations such as the for the two ambiguous conditions with the unambiguous conwitness had examined and the witness was examined for the trol . Reading times for the biased intransitive (moved) sentences string the witness examined, by virtue of the fact that the crucial were 33 ms per word longer in this region than in the unambigwords had or was are not in the input . More subtle effects are uous condition, a reliable difference, but when the ambiguous also possible with contexts that do not definitively eliminate alverb was biased transitive (pushed), reading times at the disamternatives but merely make one interpretation more plausible than others . Consider again the animacy manipulation investiambiguity resolution . The other two contextual manipulations gated by Trueswell et al . (1994) in sentences such as The withave been associated with both minimal attachment and interness/evidence examined by the lawyer was useless. Trueswell et active results . The plausibility manipulation of the evidence exal . (1994) found that ambiguous sentences resolved with the RR amined type has been used in studies supporting minimal atinterpretation were more difficult than unambiguous controls tachment (Ferreira & Clifton, 1986 ; Rayner et al., 1983) and in only when the subject NP was animate (witness examined), supones supporting an interactive account (Burgess, 1991 ; Macporting the MV interpretation, but not when the subject NP was Donald, 1994; Pearlmutter & MacDonald, 1992 ; Tabossi et al ., inanimate (evidence) , which promoted the RR interpretation .
1994; Trueswell et al ., 1994) . Similarly, discourse manipulaThese effects have been replicated and extended to include plautions that affect the felicity of noun modification have been used sibility effects that do not depend on animacy (Burgess, 1991 ;  in studies supporting both minimal attachment (Britt et al ., MacDonald, 1994 ; Pearlmutter & MacDonald, 1992; Tabossi 1992 ; Rayner et al ., 1992) and the interactive position (Ni & et al., 1994) , and similar kinds of context effects have been dem- Crain, 1990 ; Spivey-Knowlton et al ., 1993) . Of course, the onstrated for discourse-level contexts (Ni & Crain, 1990 ;  contextual manipulations in all of these studies were not necesSpivey-Knowlton, sarily equally strong, and some failures to find context effects Tanenhaus, 1991 , as initially suggested by Crain and may be due to weak context manipulations Steedman (1985 ; Altmann & Steedman, 1988 ) . 8 Trueswell et al ., 1994 . It nonetheless appears that the type of These results provide strong evidence for immediate effects context manipulation alone does not adequately explain the of contextual constraints on the resolution of MV/RR ambigudiffering outcomes in the experiments. ities, but other studies in the literature have failed to show such A factor that is relevant is the lexical frequency information effects . Four studies (Britt, Perfetti, Garrod, & Rayner, 1992 ;  associated with the verbs that trigger the MV/RR, ambiguity Ferreira & Clifton, 1986 ; Rayner et al ., 1983 ; Rayner, Garrod, (MacDonald, 1994; Pearlmutter & MacDonald, 1994 ; Spivey-& Perfetti, 1992) found that in helpful contexts, the ambiguous Knowlton et al ., 1993 ; Tabossi et al ., 1994; Trueswell et al . , RR interpretation still yielded reliably longer reading times 1994) . As discussed earlier, the Duffy et al . (1988) lexical ambithan unambiguous control sentences, results that provided imguity resolution data and Kawamoto's (1988 Kawamoto's ( , 1993 ) model sugportant support for the garden path model . Eight other studies gest that for words with a strong frequency bias, contextual suphave provided evidence for an early effect of discourse context port for the lower frequency meaning is generally not strong on ambiguity resolution . The presence of helpful context enough to eliminate the frequency advantage of the higher freyielded ambiguous RR reading times that were not reliably quency meaning . The same effects should hold for the aspects longer than unambiguous control sentences (Burgess, 1991 ;  of lexical representation relevant to the MV/RR ambiguity: MacDonald, 1994 ; Ni & Crain, 1990; Pearlmutter & MacDon- Contextual information should be able to affect the interpretaald, 1992; Spivey-Knowlton et Tabossi et al., 1994 ;  tion of the MV/RR ambiguity most clearly when the ambigu- Trueswell & Tanenhaus, 1991 Trueswell et al ., 1994) .
ous verb is roughly equibiased in its alternative interpretations There has been considerable controversy regarding why such for tense morphology, argument structure, and voice: The left seemingly similar studies should yield such disparate results.
panel of Figure 5 illustrates this situation for a verb such as Some researchers have pointed to differences in reading time examined, which has roughly equal past and past participle fremeasures as the source of the inconsistent results (e.g., Clifton quencies. A strong effect of context from the evidence examined & Ferreira, 1989) . The different findings do not appear to be promotes the RR interpretation, shown with thick lines . When due solely to the choice of measure, however, as both self-paced one alternative at some level of representation is much more reading (by word or by phrase) and eyetracking measures have frequent than another, however, context supporting the suborbeen used in studies that yielded results favoring minimal atdinate interpretation will be much less effective . This situation tachment (e . g., Ferreira & Clifton, 1986) as well as studies fais presented in the right panel of Figure 5 , which depicts a verb, voring early interaction with context (e .g., Trueswell & Tanensuch as enjoyed, that is more frequent as a past tense than as a haus, 1991, 1992) . The exact relationship between these meapast participle . This frequency information strongly promotes sures is still controversial ; some have suggested that self-paced the M V interpretation, despite the fact that contextual informareading measures overestimate the effects of context compared tion favors the thematic role assignment corresponding to the with eyetracking (Ferreira & Clifton, 1986 ; Rayner et al ., 1992) , but others have suggested that single-word, self-paced reading a Despite the similarity of their methods and goals, some of these underestimates context effects, particularly in cases in which studies arguing for context effects in syntactic ambiguity resolution the ambiguous word and contextual information may be perstem from a much different theoretical position than the one advocated ceived in the same eye fixation (Burgess, 1991 ; Spivey-Knowlhere. Crain, Steedman, Altmann, and colleagues (Altmann & Steedton et al., 1993 ; Tabossi et al ., 1994) . Whatever the outcome of man, 1988 ; Crain & Steedman, 1985; Ni & Crain, 1990) proposed a that debate, the choice of reading measures alone does not aptwo-stage theory in which a modular parser constructs multiple syntacpear to dictate whether context effects are observed . tic parses and rapidly passes them to the discourse processor, where one
The choice of contextual constraint also does not by itself alternative is chosen in light of the current context . In a sense, this posidifferentiate the two types of results . Three kinds of contextual tion is the syntactic ambiguity equivalent of the "exhaustive access"
have been investigated. One, the manipulation of model of lexical ambiguity resolution (Swinney, 1979) , in which information multiple interpretations of ambiguous words were passed to a higher verb tense to affect the felicity of noun modification, has been level in which one interpretation was chosen . Spivey-Knowlton, Truesinvestigated by Trueswell and Tanenhaus (1991 ), who obwell, and Tanenhaus (1993 provided additional discussion and evaluatained results favoring the early effects of context on syntactic tion of the lexically based versus discourse-based models . reduced relative. This situation is comparable to a sequence Rayner et al ., 1983 Rayner et al ., , 1992 . By contrast, the eight studies that such as The evidence enjoyed . Here, enjoyed is biased to be past did show that helpful context aided interpretation of the MV/ tense, but evidence does not make a plausible agent of enjoyed.
RR ambiguity (Burgess, 1991 ; MacDonald, 1994; Ni & Crain, The result is that the context does not successfully promote the 1990 ; Pearlmutter & MacDonald, 1992 ; Spivey-Knowlton et components of the RR interpretation . al ., 1993 ; Tabossi et al ., 1994; Trueswell & Tanenhaus, 1991 , If the effects of contextual information are modulated by lex-1992 ; Trueswell et al ., 1994) had a mean past participle freical frequencies, then it should be possible to reconcile some quency of 63.0%, a reliable difference, t(10) = 2 .47, p < .05 . 9 conflicts in the literature by examining the frequency biases of This result did not change when verbs with fewer than five obthe ambiguous verbs that were used in different studies . The servations in Francis and Kucera (1982) were removed from the prediction is that those studies that found that context did inanalysis, which indicates that the effect is not attributable to fluence MV/RR ambiguity resolution tended to use more equiunstable measurements from rare items. biased verbs, whereas the studies in which helpful context did This result clearly shows the interaction between lexical and not affect MV/RR ambiguity resolution used many items that contextual information : Given a verb with frequency biases that were strongly biased to the MV interpretation, by virtue of fremake the reduced relative interpretation a viable option, quency biases to one or more components of this interpretation :
contextual information can guide the comprehender to one or the past tense, the active voice, or a nontransitive argument the other interpretation . The context will have little effect, howstructure . Ideally, all three of these frequency biases should be ever, if the lexical biases of the ambiguous verb overwhelmingly examined for the verbs that were used in previous experiments, favor the main verb interpretation . 10 This pattern is the analog and our own intuitions suggest that stimulus materials in these studies do differ on all three dimensions . However, there is currently not enough normative data available about voice or ar- Tanenhaus (1991, 1992) are treated as one study in gument structure frequencies to assess even 20% of the verbs the meta-analysis because the same stimulus items were used in both that have been used in previous context studies . We therefore the 1991 and 1992 work. The mean past participle relative frequency tested the frequency bias prediction using only more readily for each study can be found in MacDonald, Pearlmutter, and Seidenberg available morphological tense information .
(in press), along with more detailed information about the biasing
The relative past versus past participle tense frequencies were contexts and reading measures used in each study .
obtained from Francis and Kuo era's (1982) corpus for the am-10 Recall that it is the conjunction of tense, argument structure, and voice information that is important for the reduced relative interpretabiguous verbs in the stimuli from 12 studies of context effects in tion. Thus, although the mean 49.7% past participle frequency in the M V/RR ambiguities. The mean past participle frequency was four "minimal attachment" studies is close to equibiased for the tense 49.7% for the ambiguous verbs in the four studies that found morphology level of representation, a 63% past participle frequency is no context effects (Britt et al ., 1992 ; Ferreira & Clifton, 1986 ;  more likely to yield an equibiased conjunction of all three factors.
in syntactic ambiguity resolution of the Duffy et al . (1988 Duffy et al . ( ) rederson, 1990 . Instead, important evisults for meaning ambiguity: Lexical frequency information dence from points to other lexical effects has a substantial effect on interpretation of the ambiguity, and in this construction . contextual information can have the effect of promoting one First, observed that some verbs such interpretation of an equibiased item but cannot overcome as pray and agree, which some researchers had included in the strong frequency biases to promote a subordinate interpretation "S-biased" class, are actually rare in both the S and NP interover the (frequency) dominant alternative . These results pretations . These verbs instead appear more frequently in some strongly indicate the lexical basis of syntactic ambiguity resoluthird construction, such as an intransitive (e.g ., John prayed tion. We next consider whether a similar account can be applied every night) or an infinitival complement (e .g ., John agreed to to two other syntactic ambiguities .
wait in line) . Thus, the presence of a postverbal NP (e .g., the book in John prated/agreed the book) indicates that the verb's
The Noun Phrase/Sentential Complement (NP/S) preferred argument structure is not correct and that some nonAmbiguity preferred structure is needed . Trueswell et al . argued that slow reading times in such cases, which Ferreira and Henderson This ambiguity, like the MV/RR ambiguity, is triggered by (1990) had attributed to the operation of minimal attachment, an ambiguous verb, in this case one with both a transitive arguactually reflect a lexical frequency effect : Contextual informament structure and an argument structure assigning the propotion (the postverbal NP) conflicts with a strong frequency bias sition role to a direct internal argument. In the NP interpretain favor of the intransitive or infinitival complement argument tion in 6a, the NP the answer is assigned the theme role from structure, resulting in a slowdown . This pattern is just what knew's transitive argument structure . In the S (sentential com- Duffy et al . (1988) found when a semantic context conflicted plement) interpretation in 6b, knew assigns the proposition role with a strong frequency bias in favor of one meaning of a word . t o the embedded clause the answer was correct ." As in the MV/ Trueswell et al : s (1993) second observation concerned the co-RR ambiguity, the alternative phrase structures (NP vs . S) are occurrence information between verbs and the complementizer tied to alternative representations of ambiguous verbs . Much that. In a fragment-completion study, they found that on those like MV/RR ambiguities, NP/S ambiguities can be eliminated occasions when subjects completed a fragment . (e .g., John for one interpretation with the addition of an optional word, hinted) with an S-complement phrase, the extent to which the that, as in 6c .
optional complementizer that was included in the completion depended on the verb . For example, 100% of the S-complement 6a. knew: agent, theme) John knew the answer.
completions of hinted included that, whereas only 17% of the S 6b . knew : (agent, proposition) John knew the answer was correct.
completions for wished included that. Juliano and Tanenhaus 6c. knew : a ent, proposition) John knew that the answer was correct .
(1993) subsequently traced the source of that preference effects to lexical frequency: Higher frequency verbs omit that more ofThe minimal attachment algorithm, when applied to the NP/ ten (see also Elsness, 1984 ; Thompson & Mulac, 1991) . Trues-S ambiguity, yields an initial parse in favor of the syntactically well et al. (1993) found that the variations in that preference simpler NP interpretation, but a lexically based analysis makes across verbs accounted for a sizable portion of the variance in a different prediction : If the relative frequency of the alternative reading times of postverbal NPs in strings such as hinted/ argument structures is coded in the lexicon for each verb, then wished the hallway. When the NP (e .g., the hallway) followed a the extent to which the NP or S interpretation will be preferred verb with a low that preference, reading times were short, but for an ambiguous sentence should vary with the argument when the NP followed a verb with a high that preference, readstructure frequencies of the verb. For verbs that are used more ing times on the NP increased . These data show that resolution frequently with S complements (assigning the proposition role) of NP/S ambiguities is a function of two lexical effects : (a) the than NP direct objects, there should be little or no difference in relative frequencies of the alternative argument structures, both comprehension difficulty between ambiguous and unambiguthe argument structures corresponding to the NP and S interous sentences requiring the S interpretation, as in 6b versus 6c .
pretations and the argument structures for other interpretations This clear contrast between the lexical and minimal attachsuch as intransitive and infinitival complement sentences ment predictions has been intensively investigated, with mixed , and (b) a verb's that preference (Truesresults. A number of studies have provided evidence for the lexwell et al ., 1993) , which is dependent on the verb's frequency in ical view (Garnsey, Lotocky, & McConkie, 1992; Holmes,1987 ;  the language (Juliano & Tanenhaus, 1993) . Holmes, Stowe, & Cupples, 1989 ; Mitchell & Holmes, 1985 ;  Although our account suggests that like the MV/RR ambigu- . Others have shown support for minimal ity, NP/S ambiguities should exhibit effects of context, the literattachment: that even when verbs are biased toward the S-comature provides little evidence bearing on this prediction . As with plement interpretation's agent, proposition) argument structure, ambiguous S-interpretation sentences (e .g., 6b) were more ,d
ifficult than their unambiguous counterparts (6c; Ferreira & Traditional descriptions of this ambiguity distinguish the noun Henderson, 1990; Frazier & Rayner, 1982) . As with the MV/ phrase (NP) and sentential complement (S) phrase structures (reflecting the traditional emphasis on the phrase structure nature of the ambigu-RR ambiguity, these different results do not appear to be due to ity), whereas we are stressing the importance of the (agent, theme) verthe choice of reading time measure, as several researchers have sus < ent, proposition) argument structure ambiguity. We continue to found that both eyetracking and self-paced reading produced use the traditional NP/S terminology, but we also refer to the argument similar patterns on the same set of materials (Ferreira & Hen- structure ambiguity when necessary.
Several studies provide evidence for the importance of some Different Context Effects Across Ambiguities?
of these lexical factors. Taraban and McClelland (1988) noted that noun versus verb PP attachments yield different thematic We have argued that three different kinds of syntactic ambirole assignments, as in Example 7, and they hypothesized that guity-MV/RR, NP/S, and PP attachment-exhibit the same comprehension difficulties resulted from encountering an untypes of lexical and contextual effects . However, it has been sugexpected thematic role assignment . They found that the largest gested that these structures are not equally affected by determinant of difficulty in interpretation of PP attachments contextual manipulations. Some researchers have noted that was whether the role assigned by the preposition conformed context effects seem to be more powerful in the PP attachment with the expectations derived from the prior sentence context, ambiguity than in the MV/RR ambiguity (Britt et al ., 1992 ; not whether it was verb or noun attached . They also demon- Rayner et al ., 1992) , perhaps indicating that different parsing strated that contexts could create biases for either the verb or heuristics are used in the two syntactic constructions . The lexithe noun attachment interpretation and concluded that the verb cal approach offers an alternative interpretation, however (see attachment preference, which Rayner et al . (1983) had attribalso Spivey-Knowlton et al ., 1993) . Variations in the effectiveuted to minimal attachment, should instead be attributed to ness of context are a result of the nature of the frequency asymbiases created by particular lexical items .
metries in the lexical items that trigger these two kinds of ambi- Taraban and McClelland (1988) did not investigate whether guities . We have shown that context effects are most apparent the thematic role effects were attributable to biases of the verb, when the alternative interpretations of an ambiguous word are the direct object noun, the preposition, or some combination, roughly equibiased; when an item is strongly biased, context but more recent research has begun to identify specific coneffects are unable to override the bias . For the MV/RR and PP straints . For example, Spivey-Knowlton and Sedivy (1994) attachment ambiguities, both strongly biased and equibiased found that verb type had a strong effect on interpretation of PPs, lexical items exist, but the distributions of itertis appear to be in that PPs were much more likely to be attached to action verbs much different in the two cases. The combination of verb, noun, such as hit than to perception verbs such as see. The computa- and preposition biases in the PP attachment case tends to result tional linguistics literature also suggests that lexically based in a higher proportion of relatively equibiased ambiguities, so preferences are a potentially powerful source of constraints .
that context effects tend to be more evident for this ambiguity Hindle and Rooth (1993), for example, found that lexically than for the MV/RR ambiguity . based preferences alone were sufficient to predict correct atAlthough data concerning relative frequency biases across tachment in more than 85% of their 880-sentence test corpus, ambiguities are scarce, several pieces of information support whereas minimal attachment was correct only 33% of the time . this interpretation. Several corpus studies of PP attachment Thus, a parser that relies on such information will make appropoint to the relatively equibiased nature of PP attachment ampriate attachment decisions more reliably than systems that rely biguities (Hindle & Rooth, 1993 ; Spivey-Knowlton & Sedivy, on structure-based heuristics. 1994; Whittemore, Ferrara, & Brunner, 1990 ) . Although we We would also expect that the broader discourse context know of no formal studies of the relative frequency of the main could provide additional relevant information . As with the verb versus the reduced relative interpretation, our own exami-MV/RR ambiguity, the noun attachment interpretation of this nation of more than 100 verbs in the Wall Street Journal corpus ambiguity involves noun modification . Crain and Steedman is suggestive : In this sample, MV/RR ambiguous sequences (1985) observed that such modification is infelicitous in isowere resolved with the RR interpretation 0-40% of the time, lated sentences. Thus, it makes no sense to distinguish the cop with most verbs having less than 10% RR resolutions of the amin 7d as the one who had binoculars when there is only one cop biguity. Tabossi et al. (1994) reported similar results . This is in the discourse. In the context of several different cops, howexactly the situation in which we would expect context effects ever, modification becomes much more felicitous, and a number to be limited, and it happens to occur more often for the lexical of studies have demonstrated that attachment preferences are items that trigger the MV/RR ambiguity than in the ones that modulated by the extent to which it is felicitous to modify the trigger the PP attachment ambiguity. direct object noun (Altmann & Steedman, 1988 ; Britt et al., 1992 ; Rayner et al ., 1992) . Moreover, Spivey-Knowlton and Constraint Use in Initial Interpretation Versus Sedivy (1994) found an interaction between pragmatic and lexReanalysis ical constraints, in that a pragmatic factor affecting felicity of noun modification was limited by the nature of the verb's PP To this point, we have suggested that results that have been attachment bias. For action verbs, which are strongly biased to taken to support the two-stage parsing accounts such as the garhave attached PPs, pragmatics had little effect on attachment den path model can be accommodated in the lexically based preferences, but for perception verbs, which are equibiased or account we are proposing, that our account also reconciles aphave a bias against verb attachment, NP pragmatic constraints parent conflicts in the literature, and that it offers deeper generhad a strong effect on whether the PP would attach to the NP or alizations concerning the relationship between lexical and syn-VP. Britt (1994) found a similar result: that discourse-level tactic ambiguity and the extent to which contexts will be effects could override weak verb preferences for PP attachments effective. However, Frazier (1994) recently argued against this but not strong ones. These results suggest that the same conaccount, concluding that all evidence for rapid interaction of textually constrained but lexically dominated relationship that lexical and contextual information in ambiguity resolution can guides resolution of the MV/RR ambiguity and the NP/S ambe construed as consistent with the garden path model . We now biguity also guides the interpretation of PP attachments .
examine this argument and the evidence that bears on it .
tactic processing should be governed by independently estabworth pursuing. The central question, of course, was whether lished principles concerning lexical processing in general and there is an autonomous parser that obeys the minimal attachlexical (i .e ., meaning) ambiguity resolution in particular. Prinment principle . In our theory, this question is no longer the focipal factors include properties of the ambiguous word (e .g., the cus because whether or not the interpretation described as relative frequencies of meanings) and the'extent to which the "minimal attachment" is preferred depends on other factors . context provides information relevant to distinguishing beThese factors become the new focus of attention . In closing, we tween the alternatives . mention some directions for future research . Together these assumptions yield a picture in which ambiguity resolution (and language processing in general) is a conParsing Without a Parser straint satisfaction problem, with multiple, overlapping constraints being used to resolve ambiguities at different levels of
We have suggested that the arena for syntactic processing is representation . Processing involves activation of different althe lexicon, in that syntactic structure is built through links beternatives and settling into a stable pattern in which only one tween individual lexical items . This approach retains the idea alternative is active at each level of representation . Thus, the that syntactic structure is computed during comprehension but comprehender can be said to converge on the correct interpretaabandons the parser, a modular, special-purpose processor that tion or "relax" into it (Hummel & Zucker, 1983) . combines knowledge of grammar with special-purpose algoOur theory suggests that many of the conflicting results in the rithms such as minimal attachment . Having pursued the lexical literature stem from the use of stimulus materials that varied approach this far, a question naturally arises : Can all syntactic with respect to factors that govern ambiguity resolution . The knowledge be represented entirely within the lexicon or is some factor implicated by the garden path theory, structural simplicrepresented at a more abstract, supralexical level that may inity, is confounded with frequency: Simpler structures also tend fluence lexical processing? The first alternative, .with syntactic to be used more often . The two factors can be unconfounded by constraints only in the lexicon, is equivalent to the claim that looking at how the relative frequencies of alternatives vary syntactic constraints on well-formedness are local (i .e., specifiacross items . The minimal attachment pattern may in fact preable in terms of links between lexical items) . The alternative dominate merely because it happens to be more frequent in the is that some nonlocal syntactic constraints exist and must be language, but the entire range of outcomes can be understood represented independently of the lexicon . Our approach does in terms of a more basic factor, how frequency information for not demand that all syntax be lexically represented ; however, it individual lexical items affects processing . i s important to determine whether there are domains in which This theory also sheds light on the question of the scope of nonlocal constraints are implicated . We briefly consider two context effects on processing. Previous research assessed whether such domains. information provided by the context could be used to "override" "Late closure" ambiguities . The garden path model posits the minimal attachment pattern, with the studies yielding a mixed a second heuristic, called late closure (Frazier, 1979 ; Frazier & pattern of results. From our perspective, framing the question in , to handle a variety of ambiguities in which the this way ignores two critical factors : (a) the nature of the informaalternative structures do not involve differences in complexity, tion provided by the context and (b) facts about the lexical items so that minimal attachment does not apply . In 8a, yesterday creating the ambiguity that constrain context effects . Contexts obcan attach to (modify) either noticed or sax; but it is typically viously differ in the extent to which they provide disambiguating interpreted as modifying saw. In 8b, the PP near the wall can information ; those that are only weakly constraining would not be modify either the book or the table, but in both cases, modifiexpected to have a large impact in any theory. We have attempted cation of the table is preferred. Late closure specifies that atto provide a characterization of degree of contextual constraint in tachment should occur to the most recent possible site, which is terms of the extent to which it differentiates among alternatives at saw in 8a and the table in 8b, so it makes the correct predictions . different levels of representation . We have also suggested that most ga . Mary noticed that Bill saw Sue yesterday . contexts probably are weakly constraining, in the sense that they 8b. The book on the table near the wall belonged to John . provide an effective basis for deciding between a small number of alternatives but are less effective in isolating a single alternative in
The existence of such interpretation preferences is relatively advance . Moreover, the effects of contextual information are limuncontroversial, at least in English (e.g., Gibson, Pearlmutter, ited by lexical factors, specifically the frequencies of the alternaCanseco-Gonzalez, & Hickok, 1994, and the references tives. Putting these factors together yields a system that is "contherein), but their existence need not implicate the late closure textually constrained but lexically dominated ." In summary, with principle. In our framework, the ambiguity in 8b is just another the emergence of a theory of relevant aspects of lexical structure type of PP attachment ambiguity; it differs from the cases deand contextual information, we are able to replace the question of scribed earlier only in that both possible attachment sites are whether the parser does or does not follow the minimal attachment nouns instead of one being a noun and the other a verb . Thus, principle with questions concerning the ways in which a variety of we would predict that the lexical frequency preferences for book grammatical and probabilistic constraints interact to yield the and for table to take a PP assigning a location role would inrange of outcomes that are observed .
teract to determine the attachment preference. Lexical frequency explanations have not been tested for these ambiguities, Directions but evidence from corpus analyses suggests that lexical preferAs the dominant theory of sentence processing, the garden ences can predict attachment preferences (e .g., Whittemore et path theory suggested what kinds of empirical questions are al ., 1990 ) and in some cases may limit the effects of a general
